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ABSTRACT

At a time when the President is under investigation, and in the wake of a controversial dismissal of the FBI Director, the need for an “independent” FBI has appeared to many to be more important than ever. Indeed, the Senate would not have confirmed the new FBI Director, Christopher Wray, if he had not promised to be independent of the President and the Attorney General. This Article argues that calls for an independent FBI are misguided and dangerous. The Article analogizes presidential control of the FBI to civilian control of the military by demonstrating that, contrary to conventional wisdom, the FBI and the military share the same purpose. It then explores in depth how the FBI has often infringed on civil liberties in the same way that the framers worried an out-of-control military might do so, and it explains why the independence that the FBI has often enjoyed was a cause of those violations. Finally, it concludes that if it is necessary to preserve the FBI’s investigative independence, the solution is to split the FBI to reflect the model of many western democracies—creating an independent agency to investigate crime (like Britain’s New Scotland Yard) and a separate agency to continue the FBI’s national security functions (like Britain’s MI5).
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INTRODUCTION

When President Donald Trump fired Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) Director James Comey, a consensus quickly emerged that the next FBI Director must be “independent” of the President.¹ The new FBI Director, Christopher Wray, reflected this at his confir-

¹ See infra Section IV.A.
FBI INDEPENDENCE AS A THREAT TO CIVIL LIBERTIES

Information hearing when he promised “to lead an independent Bureau.” In the time between Comey’s firing and Wray’s confirmation, there was little if any dissent from this consensus. But there should have been.

The case against an independent FBI begins with the framers’ fears of an independent military. The founding generation understood that out-of-control military forces throughout history have posed threats to civil liberties. This led some to oppose standing armies. But against the wishes of the anti-Federalists, the framers ultimately allowed an army, so long as it remained under strict civilian control.

The comparison between the FBI and the military may not seem obvious because many people think of law enforcement as the FBI’s primary purpose. But for most of the FBI’s history, its primary purpose has been the same as the military’s: national security against foreign enemies. That was true during World War II, when the FBI captured German spies, worked with British intelligence to ensure the success of the D-Day landings, and installed more than 6,000 wiretaps in the name of national security. It was also true during the Cold War against the Soviet Union, when the FBI uncovered Soviet espionage rings, spied on Soviet leadership, and even installed an anti-Soviet government in the Dominican Republic. And it again became true after the attacks of September 11, 2001 (“9/11”), when fighting al-Qaeda and similar terrorist groups became the FBI’s highest priority.

For much of that history, the FBI operated independently of the President and Attorney General, and it engaged in massive violations of civil liberties that confirmed the founders’ fears about an independent military. The FBI’s independence led to guilt-by-association arrests of thousands of innocent people, the reputation-destroying excesses and paranoia of the McCarthy era, the warrantless wiretapping of political minorities, brutal violence against civil rights activities, and the widespread harassment of civil rights leaders, including Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

The history of those infringements on liberty shows why the FBI must not operate as an independent agency. It must be accountable to the President, who is accountable at the ballot box. Otherwise, it is accountable to no one—including and especially the people.

Part I of this Article first explores the historical foundations of the Constitution’s command for civilian control of the military. It then outlines the meaning of civilian control, clarifying that control is more than the mere absence of a military coup. Such control is violated when civilian orders are not obeyed, when civilian monitoring is insufficient, or when undue influence by the military is brought to bear against civilian policymakers. As this Article will show, the FBI has escaped civilian control by using each of those three mechanisms, with dangerous consequences.

Part II argues that the FBI is analogous to the military in two ways. First, its primary purpose is the military’s primary purpose: “providing security from external threats.”3 Second, it has infringed on civil liberties in ways similar to how the armies that informed the framers’ thinking infringed liberty.

Part III examines five episodes of the FBI’s infringements on civil liberties—many of them decades long—and argues that the FBI’s independence greatly facilitated those infringements. It also explains how the reverse was also true, with the FBI’s infringements on liberty often facilitating its independence.

Section IV.A brings this history into the current day, arguing that recent calls for an independent FBI are as dangerous as ever—despite the well-intentioned but misguided consensus in favor of independence. Section IV.B argues that to the extent a nonindependent FBI creates problems with regard to investigating criminality in the executive branch, the solution—consistent with the Constitution’s text and the lessons of history—is for Congress to greatly expand the investigative capacities of its own oversight committees.

Finally, Section IV.C argues that if one believes that the FBI’s law enforcement functions should be exercised with independence, the solution is to split the FBI, much like other western democracies split functions—for example, the United Kingdom’s MI5 and police forces like New Scotland Yard.4 Under this scenario, the FBI’s law enforcement investigations could be housed in an agency independent of politics, while its national security functions could be exercised by

---


4. See, e.g., Carmen Nobel, How the FBI Reinvented Itself After 9/11, HARV. BUS. SCH.: WORKING KNOWLEDGE (Apr. 27, 2016) [https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/how-the-fbi-reinvented-itself-after-9-11] [https://perma.cc/27XE-LBS4] (“Many countries maintain two separate entities for law enforcement and national security: The United Kingdom has Scotland Yard and MI5, for example, and Canada has the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.”).
an agency that answers to the President, consistent with the principle of civilian control of the military.

The Article concludes with a summary of the Article’s thesis that the history of the FBI shows the framers were right to fear a military free of civilian control, and that only by rejecting today’s conventional wisdom that the FBI should be independent can we best protect our civil liberties.

I. Civilian Control of Military

The principle of civilian control of the military “has deep roots in our history.” Colonial Americans knew from history and experience that armies could be “agents of oppression” that “terrorize a population, seize power, or perpetuate tyranny.” “No principle of government was more widely understood or more completely accepted by the generation of Americans that established the United States than the danger of a standing army in peacetime.”

When drafting the Constitution, the framers recognized that a standing army may be a necessity, but they also recognized that the best protection against an out-of-control army that threatened civil liberties was “keeping military power subservient to civilian authority.” That is why the “mandate of civilian control of the military pervades our constitutional structure.”

Civilian control, however, means more than the avoidance of a military coup. It is undermined when members of the military disobey orders, freelance without adequate monitoring by civilians, or exert excessive influence on the policymaking of elected officials. Such failures in turn flout our constitutional structure, frustrate democratic accountability, and often infringe on individuals’ civil liberties.

---

9 Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 40 (1957).
A. The Foundations of Civilian Control

The demand in the United States for civilian control of the military traces its ideological foundation to a “distrust of military power” and a “hostility to permanent standing armies” that predate the nation’s founding by centuries.11 The armies of William the Conqueror “sacked and burned” English towns and “raped, robbed, and murdered” their inhabitants.12 Likewise, the English armies of the Middle Ages were “notorious for their mistreatment of the civilian population” and “instilled in the English people a deep aversion to the professional army”—an aversion that intensified into an ideology in the 1600s.13

The 1600s saw a series of English civil wars, a military coup by Oliver Cromwell, and “abuses committed against the civilian population” by all sides of the conflicts.14 The “wrenching political struggle over the existence of an army, its control by Parliament or the Crown, its internal governance, and its relationship to the English people and society” led to a “radical Whig political ideology” that viewed an out-of-control army as “an acute and overbearing threat to liberty.”15

Colonial experiences reinforced that Whig ideology. The familiar soldier-civilian “friction, mutual disgust, and antagonism” arose from the British Army’s suppression of Bacon’s Rebellion in the 1670s and Leisler’s Rebellion in the 1680s.16 Then, in the French and Indian War of 1756–1763, “all the difficulties and antagonisms were replayed on a far wider scale than ever before.”17

After the war, as several thousand British troops18 “shifted . . . from the frontiers to the seacoast to maintain order and enforce British authority,”19 armies “unresponsive to the colonists’ assemblies”20 increasingly infringed on civil liberties and “sparked fistfights, riots, and similar incidents.”21 For example, in 1766, they looted and destroyed homes along the Hudson River.22 More famously, in 1770,
they killed five civilians in the Boston Massacre, an event that John Adams called “more important” to “American history” than “the battle of Lexington or Bunker’s Hill” or “the surrender of Burgoyne or Cornwallis.”

The Boston Massacre “permanently embedded the prejudice against standing armies into the American political tradition.”

Samuel Adams spoke for many when he wrote, “A Standing Army, however necessary it may be at some times, is always dangerous to the Liberties of the People.”

As demonstrated by the Declaration of the Independence, this sentiment “became central to the Revolutionary tradition, deeply interwoven with the language of independence and birth of the United States as a nation.”

The Declaration of Independence criticized King George III not only for his army’s “death, desolation and tyranny,” but also for its independence from, and unaccountability to, the people.

He had “affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil power,” “kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our legislatures,” and “protect[ed] them, by a mock Trial, from punishment for any Murders which they should commit on the Inhabitants of these States.”

State declarations of rights in 1776 made similar criticisms. And after the war against Britain was won, it was little wonder that the Continental Congress reduced the army to fewer than one hundred soldiers in response to a motion by Elbridge Gerry, who declared that standing armies in peacetime are “dangerous to the liberties of a free people.”

By the time of the Constitutional Convention three years later, the need for a standing army was more obvious, with “the army and the defective policy which had created it as the very symbol of the inadequacy of government under the Articles of Confederation.”

But the fear of a standing army still hung over the Convention. Concerns over a runaway army’s threat to civil liberties inspired “speeches

---

23 Id. at 5–6 (quoting John Adams).
24 Id. at 6.
25 Id. at 2 (quoting Samuel Adams).
26 Id. at 6.
27 The Declaration of Independence para. 27 (U.S. 1776).
28 Id. paras. 13, 14, 18; see also Kohn, supra note 8, at 6; Fields & Hardy, supra note 12, at 26.
29 Fields & Hardy, supra note 12, at 26 (quoting Maryland Declaration of Rights of 1776 and Pennsylvania Declaration of Rights of 1776).
30 Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier and the State 144 (1957).
31 Kohn, supra note 8, at 72; see also id. at 68.
32 Perpich v. Dep’t of Def., 496 U.S. 334, 340 (1990); see also Dunlap, supra note 6, at 348.
and writings of the Framers of the Constitution” that “abound with statements that the military should be subordinated to the civil power.”

As with so many questions at the Convention, the framers delicately balanced liberty with order and security. On the one hand, the Constitution “invited” Congress to create a standing army and “make the government more effective in war-making” by placing a “strong executive” in charge of it. On the other hand, it “enshrined” the notion of “civil control over military affairs in the American political architecture” to check infringements on the people’s liberties and make the military accountable to the people through their representatives.

The constitutional clauses establishing civilian control of the military begin in Article I. The people, through their elected representatives in Congress, are given the power “To declare War . . .; To raise and support Armies . . .; To provide and maintain a Navy; [and] To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval Forces.” The framers designed these provisions to ensure that “authority to create military institutions emanated from the people themselves.”

Two prohibitions in Article I work together to further ensure civilian control over the military. First, with regard to funding armies, “no Appropriation of Money to that Use shall be for a longer Term than two Years.” This “force[s] every new Congress to examine the need for an army and to certify its existence by appropriating the money.” Second, “no Person holding any Office under the United States, shall be a Member of either House during his Continuance in

33 Huntington, supra note 30, at 164.

34 Kohn, supra note 8, at 87.


36 Kohn, supra note 7, at 79.


38 Id. at 1411–12; Michael C. Desch, Civilian Control of the Military 4 (1999) (“Civilian control of the military . . . was clearly a compromise between increased military or political effectiveness and the preservation of domestic liberty.”); Kohn, supra note 7, at 81 (describing framers’ desire “to check the military power, to make certain that those who would possess the tools of force would not use the power of coercion to overturn the Constitution and subvert republican government”).

39 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cls. 11–14; see also Kohn, supra note 8, at 84–85; Kohn, supra note 7, at 83–84; Echols, supra note 10, at 200.

40 Kohn, supra note 8, at 85; see also Kohn, supra note 7, at 83–84.

41 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 12.

42 Kohn, supra note 7, at 83–84.
Office." The upshot is that no army can exist unless the most recently elected representatives of the people fund it through a Congress whose membership is free of military officers.

The constitutional provisions establishing civilian control of the military continue in Article II, which vests an elected President with “[t]he executive Power” and makes him “Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States.” Pursuant to these authorities and through the “appointment of military personnel, the issuance of executive orders and commands, and reliance upon the instrumentality of the civilian secretary,” the President thus commands the army. The military is therefore anything but independent; it has authority to do only what the people—through their President—command it to do. The people, through Congress and the President, are—or, at least by the Constitution, should be—in complete control of the military.

During the debate over ratification, Federalists and anti-Federalists argued over whether the Constitution’s requirements for civilian control were sufficient protections against a standing army’s threat to civil liberties. Anti-Federalists called armies “‘dangerous,’ ‘the nursery of vice,’ ‘engines of despotism,’ the ‘grand machine of power,’ the ‘grand engine of oppression,’ and ‘restraining to the rights and liberties of mankind,’” as well as the “bane of freedom” and “the ‘rock on which’ American ‘liberties would suffer shipwreck.’”

---

43 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 6, cl. 2; see also Huntington, supra note 30, at 165.

44 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 1.

45 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 1; see Kohn, supra note 7, at 84; Echols, supra note 10, at 200; John C. Yoo, The Continuation of Politics by Other Means: The Original Understanding of War Powers, 84 CALIF. L. REV. 167, 175–76 (1996).

46 Huntington, supra note 30, at 179.

47 To be sure, the President does not have total control over all aspects of the military. Presidential influence or control over courts-martial, for example, is considered inappropriate. See Tessa Berenson, President Trump Says Bowe Bergdahl’s Sentence Is a ‘Disgrace.’ But It’s Partly His Fault, TIME (Nov. 3, 2017), http://time.com/5009387/donald-trump-bowe-bergdahl-sentence-discharge-disgrace/ [https://perma.cc/GUM7-WRD8] (explaining military judge would consider President Trump’s remarks about Bergdahl as mitigating evidence in sentencing); Jennifer Steinhauer, Remark by Obama Complicates Military Sexual Assault Trials, N.Y. TIMES (July 13, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/14/us/obama-remark-is-complicating-military-trials.html [https://perma.cc/KQU7-N9F3] (detailing how President Obama’s comments led to dismissal of charges due to unlawful command influence).

48 See Kohn, supra note 7, at 84 (discussing the historical nature of the President’s Commander-in-Chief powers, such that “disobedience to his orders constituted mutiny, punishable by death”).

49 Kohn, supra note 8, at 81 (emphasis omitted).
As the history of other nations since our founding has shown, the anti-Federalists’ fears were not entirely unfounded. “Few nations on earth have lasted two centuries under one constitution, with civilian rule and civilian control of the military intact.” Indeed, it was not long ago that “[m]ore than a third of the member states of the United Nations [were] ruled by governments installed by military intervention.” But at least with regard to the anti-Federalists’ greatest fear of military coups and dictatorships, the Federalists’ faith in the American system they designed proved correct. “[T]he American military has never made a single move to overthrow the government . . . .”

But as Section I.B will show, civilian control of the military has been tested and has occasionally wavered, with “occasional episodes of real, and sometimes acute, civil-military tension.” And as Parts II and III will show, an FBI with many similarities to the military has often exercised a troubling degree of independence similar to the kind the founding generation worried an unmonitored or uncontrolled army might exercise—and with the consequences of civil liberty violations that have been, if not a “shipwreck,” at least “restringent to the rights and liberties” of the people, especially the nation’s racial and political minorities.

B. The Meaning of Civilian Control

“Civilian control of the military is . . . widely assumed,” but analysis of it is “virtually nonexistent in the legal academic literature.” That is likely because the United States has never had a military coup. “Most people think about civil-military relations strictly in terms of coups: if there are coups, then civil-military relations are bad, and if not they are good. But there are many other aspects to civil-military relations.” The assumption that the improbability of a coup equates with effective civilian control of the military is “on a par with
evaluating airline performance exclusively in terms of the frequency of mid-air collisions.”

The real question of civilian control of the military is the question of “who calls the tune in military affairs.” Do elected leaders and their civilian subordinates “reliably get the military to do what they want it to do” by deciding “the ends of government policy,” limiting the military to decisions about the means, and deciding “where the line between ends and means (and hence between civilian and military responsibility) is to be drawn”? Or does the military resist civilian authority by attempting to substitute its own policies “for those of the recognized civilian authorities”? When the former happens, civilian control is strong. When the latter happens, civilian control is weak.

As this Section’s examples from U.S. history will show, military resistance to civilian control can take many forms. Toward the extreme end of the spectrum (though not nearly as extreme as a coup) is a military official’s disobedience of direct orders, as illustrated in Section I.B.1. A second category is the rogue conduct of a military force insufficiently monitored by civilian authority, as shown in Section I.B.2. And a third category concerns military resistance to civilian authority achieved through unwarranted influence over policymaking, outlined in Section I.B.3. As Parts II and III will show, the FBI has employed each and every one of these forms of resistance to, and independence from, the national security policies of presidents and attorneys general, with disastrous consequences for the civil liberties that civilian control of the military was designed to protect.

1. Insubordination

The first and only time an American army “considered open insubordination” was in 1783, at the end of the Revolutionary War. Congress had promised pay and pensions to Continental Army officers, but the near-penniless Congress had thus far failed to keep its promise. One officer circulated a petition among the officer corps.

63 Kohn, supra note 60, at 31.
64 See id. at 10.
calling for a mutiny—in the form of either resignation from duty or a revolt against Congress.65 This “declaration of independence from the nation by the military” would likely “have precipitated a major political and constitutional crisis.”66 It would certainly “have eroded the tradition of civilian control.”67 In the end, a personal appeal from George Washington at army headquarters in Newburgh, New York, “persuaded them not to march on Congress or refuse orders.”68

Although the army has not “ever again considered open insubordination,”69 individuals in that army have. “The most famous case of military disregard for the principle of civilian control is, of course, the MacArthur case.”70

During the Korean War, General Douglas MacArthur refused to accept the strategic decisions of President Harry Truman, who prohibited MacArthur from invading China and disagreed with the General over how to employ nuclear weapons.71 The wildly popular MacArthur took his case to the press and to allies in Congress, hoping to pressure Truman into changing his policies.72 After being fired by Truman for insubordination, MacArthur said,

I find in existence a new and heretofore unknown and dangerous concept that the members of our armed forces owe primary allegiance or loyalty to those who temporarily exercise the authority of the Executive Branch of Government rather than to the country and its constitution which they are sworn to defend.73

Of course, the concept was neither “new” nor “unknown,” and centuries of Anglo-American tradition and the structure of the U.S. Constitution suggest it is only its converse that is “dangerous.”

65 Id. at 10, 31; see also Mary Stockwell, Newburgh Address, Geo. Wash.’s Mount Vernon, http://www.mountvernon.org/digital-encyclopedia/article/newburgh-address/ [https://perma.cc/UZ34-BQRG].
66 Kohn, supra note 8, at 38.
67 Id.
68 See Kohn, supra note 60, at 31.
69 Id.
70 Kemp & Hudlin, supra note 61, at 16.
72 Finer, supra note 62, at 26; Dunlap, supra note 6, at 346; Sulmasy & Yoo, supra note 3, at 1823–24; cf. Karsten, supra note 71, at x–xi.
73 Finer, supra note 62, at 26.
2. **Insufficient Monitoring**

A military insufficiently monitored by civilian authorities is also dangerous. The President and his civilian subordinates have the authority to “decide detailed strategies, battle plans, tactics, and logistics for a war.”\(^{74}\) They can also “choose officers for promotion who agree with civilian preferences.”\(^{75}\) And they “can rely on third parties . . . to provide ‘fire alarms’ of agent deviations from policy.”\(^{76}\) President Lincoln, for example, exercised all of those monitoring authorities during the Civil War.\(^{77}\) In contrast, “[t]he greatest failure of civilian oversight occurred under Woodrow Wilson” from 1917 through 1920, with dire consequences for the civil liberties of political minorities.\(^{78}\)

During those three years, without supervision from President Wilson (at first consumed with World War I and later “incapacitated by a stroke”) or his Secretary of War Newton Baker, the military embarked on a domestic operation “to destroy radical unionism.”\(^{79}\) Civilian oversight was absent when the military conducted “surveillance, harassment, and arrest of labor radicals.”\(^{80}\) It was absent when the military “occupied the copper mining regions of Arizona and Montana” and “sent troops to strike-plagued Washington state.”\(^{81}\) It was absent when the military “quashed major strikes in Gary, Indiana, Butte, Montana, and Seattle, Washington, and patrolled strike regions in ten different states.”\(^{82}\) And it was absent when the military’s “response to race riots was to turn loose its agents in search of Bolshevik agitators among the country’s black population.”\(^{83}\)

As a consequence of the civilian authorities’ failure to monitor it, the military “substantially slowed unionization for a decade.”\(^{84}\) Many of those civilian authorities were elected with the support of labor unions. But without their supervision and control, the military took actions not entirely dissimilar from those that the anti-Federalists feared when they warned that a “Standing Army, however necessary it may

\(^{74}\) Sulmasy & Yoo, *supra* note 3, at 1829.

\(^{75}\) *Id.*

\(^{76}\) *Id.* “[M]ore intrusive monitoring options” include “investigations, oversight hearings, and budget processes.” *Id.*


\(^{79}\) *Id.* at 137–38.

\(^{80}\) *Id.* at 136.

\(^{81}\) *Id.* at 137.

\(^{82}\) *Id.*

\(^{83}\) *Id.*

\(^{84}\) *Id.*
be at some times, is always dangerous to the Liberties of the People."\\supra note 8, at 2 (quoting Samuel Adams).

3. Undue Influence

In addition to refusing to obey orders or conducting rogue operations unmonitored by civilian authorities, the military can also violate the principle of civilian control when it exercises “unwarranted influence” over civilian policymaking.\\supra note 6, at 343 (emphasis omitted). In the United States, this has been the most common threat to civilian control.

Of course, there is nothing untoward about military influence within the “normal constitutional channels,” such as when a service member responds to a civilian’s request for information or advice made within the chain of command.\\supra note 62, at 140. But “the relative weight or influence of the military in the decisions the government makes,”\\supra note 57, at 16 which is the “real problem of civilian control,”\\supra note 57, at 6 becomes troubling when military influence is achieved by (1) intimidating or threatening civilian officials;\\supra note 62, at 86–87, 140. (2) slow rolling implementation of orders;\\supra note 3. at 1828. (3) inflating estimates of troops or funds needed for a policy the military dislikes;\\supra note 3. at 1828. (4) “pitting . . . Congress and President against each other, in pursuit of its own ends, particularly larger budgets and newer weapons”;\\supra note 3. or (5) being “publicly resistant to civilian policy in the midst of policy making” either openly or through anonymous leaks to the media.\\supra note 3. When the military brings these forms of pressure to bear on civilian authorities, it frustrates a “purpose of civilian control: ‘to ensure that defense policy and the agencies of defense policy are subordinated to other national traditions, values, customs, government policies, and economic and social institutions.’”\\supra note 3.

One of the most notorious “open propaganda” campaigns employed by the army to put pressure on civilians occurred in the mid-1950s when Army Chief of Staff Matthew Ridgway disagreed with

---

85 Kohn, supra note 8, at 2 (quoting Samuel Adams).
86 Dunlap, supra note 6, at 343 (emphasis omitted).
87 Finer, supra note 62, at 140.
88 Kohn, supra note 57, at 16.
89 Id.
90 Finer, supra note 62, at 86–87, 140.
91 Sulmasy & Yoo, supra note 3, at 1828.
92 Id.
93 Kohn, supra note 57, at 6.
94 Russell F. Weigley, The American Military and the Principle of Civilian Control from McClellan to Powell, 57 J. MIL. HIST. (SPECIAL ISSUE) 27, 30 (1993).
95 Dunlap, supra note 6, at 344 (quoting Allan R. Millett, The American Political System and Civilian Control of the Military 2 (1979)).
President Dwight Eisenhower’s national security policy. Eisenhower wanted to save money by cutting the size of the army, while relying on nuclear weapons and a strategy of “massive retaliation.” Ridgway’s opposition began within the normal constitutional channels through arguments to the other Joint Chiefs and to the National Security Council. But when that failed, he took the Army’s disagreement public in “a determined effort aimed at overturning the national security policies promulgated by [the] President.”

Ridgway and the Army’s campaign was designed “to undermine the credibility of the Eisenhower Administration’s declared strategy of massive retaliation.” He leaked criticism of the strategy to reporters for newspapers like the New York Times. The Army sponsored journals that “welcomed expressions of dissent.” Ridgway advocated for his alternative policies in appearances before Congress, military service schools, the national security industry, and the Council on Foreign Relations. And at his urging, the Army made his strategy, not the President’s, official doctrine by publishing a field manual that “represented an explicit rejection of [the President’s] doctrine and a brief on behalf of traditionalist concepts of war that the nation’s civilian leadership had consciously discarded.”

In the end, Eisenhower retired Ridgway rather than appointing him to a second term as Army Chief of Staff. But that was a decision that only a President confident in his authority over the military and relatively popular with the public could easily make.

Four decades later, President Bill Clinton did not have that luxury when Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell and other generals waged a similar open propaganda campaign to pressure Clinton to adopt policies they favored. Their first campaign against Clinton came almost immediately after the President’s inauguration when they responded to his campaign pledge to allow gays and lesbians to serve openly in the military “by resisting, floating rumors of their own and dozens of other resignations, encouraging their retired brethren

---

96 Bacevich, supra note 59, at 307.
97 Id. at 195, 195–96, 200–01.
98 Id. at 200, 206–08.
99 Id. at 195.
100 Id.
101 Id. at 210–11.
102 Id. at 210.
103 Id. at 211–13, 217.
104 Id. at 215.
105 Id. at 218.
to arouse congressional and public opposition, and then more or less openly negotiating a compromise with their commander in chief.”

The result was the policy of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

Likewise, in debates over whether to send troops to Somalia, Haiti, and Bosnia, often “the military exercised a veto over the use of American force, or at least an ability so to shape the character of American intervention that means determined ends—a roundabout way of exercising a veto.” In the case of Bosnia, General Powell opposed intervention there by writing an op-ed in the *New York Times* and speaking on the record to its reporters.

This open propaganda likely “delayed U.S. invention in the Balkans by four years.” Military opposition also “prevailed over President Clinton’s desire to support the treaty banning land mines and significantly impeded his signature of the treaty creating the International Criminal Court.”

During the Clinton Administration, military officials also fed leaks to reporters intended to undermine Secretary of Defense Les Aspin, which “led directly” to his “ultimate dismissal.” Then they torpedoed the nomination of his successor.

In short, “a highly politicized military establishment” showed “no compunction whatsoever about inserting itself into the partisan arena when it [saw] its own interests at stake.” In opposition to policies favored by their civilian authorities, the Clinton-era generals “paral[yz]ed national security policy” and “obstruct[ed] and in some cases sabotag[ed] American ability to intervene in foreign crises” by
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threatening civilian authorities with resignations, providing civilians with only unacceptable alternatives to policies the generals preferred, encouraging congressing opposition, leaking to the press, and publicly criticizing the policy preferences of the President and the Secretary of Defense.\footnote{Army Chief of Staff General Eric Shinseki wielded a combination of those same tactics in the run-up to the Iraq War when he told Congress that the war would cost far more money and require far more troops than his civilian superiors at the Pentagon were planning for. \textit{See} Thom Shanker, \textit{New Strategy Vindicates Ex-Army Chief Shinseki}, \textit{N.Y. Times} (Jan. 12, 2007), http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/12/washington/12shinseki.html [https://perma.cc/9KXZ-PWHR]; Eric Schmitt, \textit{Threats and Responses: Military Spending; Pentagon Contradicts General on Iraq Occupation Force’s Size}, \textit{N.Y. Times} (Feb. 28, 2003), http://www.nytimes.com/2003/02/28/us/threats-responses-military-spending-pentagon-contradicts-general-iraq-occupation.html [https://perma.cc/VL5Q-RK7E]. Shinseki’s prediction proved prescient.}

* * *

Of course, never once in the Clinton era, or in any era since the creation of our Constitution, was the military even close to overthrowing civilian authorities. But the point is that civilian control of the military requires more than just the absence of a coup. It requires the military to obey orders. It requires civilians to closely monitor the military. And it requires the nation’s elected civilians to maintain control over policymaking. At times, from General MacArthur’s defiance, to President Wilson’s neglect, to General Powell’s heavy-handed pressure tactics, the answer to the question of “who calls the tune in military affairs”\footnote{Kohn, supra note 60, at 16.} has not always been the President.

II. Why the FBI Is Analogous to the Military

History suggests that an independent FBI is just as dangerous to civil liberties as an independent military. The FBI’s history demonstrates (1) that it shares the military’s primary purpose and (2) that it has frequently violated civil liberties in ways the founders feared a military might.\footnote{The analogy to civilian control of the military is not limited only to FBI. Although it is beyond the scope of this Article, independence of other executive branch agencies, such as CIA, DHS, and NSA, also represents a threat to civil liberties. The nature of that threat deserves further exploration in subsequent articles.}
A. The FBI’s First Similarity to a Standing Army: A Primary Purpose of Security Against the Nation’s Enemies

The primary purpose of the military is “providing security from external threats.” That is also the primary purpose of today’s FBI. And that has been the case for most of the FBI’s history.

This may seem surprising in light of the FBI’s image as a domestic police force famous for taking on mobsters, bank robbers, white collar criminals, and other domestic criminals. But beginning on the eve of World War II, “Presidents and their attorneys general increasingly turned to the FBI in a quest to anticipate foreign-directed threats to the nation’s internal security.” In the biggest international conflicts since the FBI’s creation—World War II, the Cold War, and the war on terror—the FBI’s primary purpose has been to conduct “secret intelligence operations against America’s enemies.” At times it has “devoted more than 80 percent of its money and people to national security,” with responsibilities including “intelligence collection, counterintelligence, and counterterrorism.”

Although external threats have ranged from the Axis powers, to the Soviet Union, to al-Qaeda and the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (“ISIS”), the FBI’s mission of providing security against foreign enemies “is the Bureau’s first and foremost mission today, and that has been true for most of the past hundred years.” That is what distinguishes the FBI from other police forces, like New Scotland Yard in Great Britain, whose responsibilities do not include intelligence collection, which is instead done by MI5 domestically and MI6 around the world. And that is also why one President told his successor that if it had not been for the FBI Director, “I couldn’t [have carried] out my responsibilities as Commander in Chief—period.”
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1. World War II

The FBI’s war against the Axis powers began even before the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Beginning nearly two years before then, the FBI transformed “from a small continental law enforcement force into a counterespionage service, a counterintelligence agency, and then a worldwide intelligence service.”126 As described in greater detail below, its intelligence gathering captured Axis spies, helped ensure the success of the D-Day landings, and spurred the development of the atomic bomb—an indication that, like the military’s, the FBI’s primary mission during World War II (and after) was protection against foreign foes.

This kind of intelligence gathering has always been a crucial element of warfare against foreign military threats, whether the war is conventional (like World War II) or asymmetric (like the Cold War and the war on terror).127 The leading military strategist of his age, Carl von Clausewitz,128 wrote, “War is the realm of uncertainty; three quarters of the factors on which action in war is based are wrapped in a fog of greater or lesser uncertainty. A sensitive and discriminating judgment is called for, a skilled intelligence to scent out the truth.”129
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127 Anne O’Connell summarizes “intelligence” and “counterintelligence” as follows: Formally, the term “intelligence” includes foreign intelligence, which “means information relating to the capabilities, intentions, or activities of foreign governments or elements thereof, foreign organizations, or foreign persons, or international terrorist activities,” and counterintelligence, which “means information gathered, and activities conducted, to protect against espionage, other intelligence activities, sabotage, or assassinations conducted by or on behalf of foreign governments or elements thereof, foreign organizations, or foreign persons, or international terrorist activities.” O’Connell, supra note 122, 1661 n.24 (quoting National Security Act of 1947, § 3(1)–(3), 50 U.S.C. § 3003(1)–(3) (2012)).
In more recent years, a consensus has emerged that “the effort to secure America against terrorist attacks requires better intelligence” because while the United States has the capability to deter, capture, or kill almost any terrorist it finds, it cannot do so without the intelligence required to find the target. Intelligence is, in short, “America’s first line of defense.”

The World War II-era FBI gathered intelligence at home and abroad. Outside the United States, with a focus on South America, the FBI’s 360 Special Intelligence Service agents “worked with local police officials, recruited penetration agents in local governments, collected secret political, economic, military, and industrial information, ran locally recruited surveillance teams, and for the first time established its own clandestine communication system with Washington, often in violation of local law.” And in the United States, over the course of the war, “the FBI installed at least 6,769 warrantless wiretaps and 1,806 bugs in the name of national security,” obtained copies of telegraphs and cables from Western Union, RCA, and ITT, and opened mail to and from Axis embassies and consulates, as well as mail coming into and out of New York City and Washington, D.C. The FBI’s victories included the rounding up of a German spy ring in New York City that had been in existence for eight years.

Driven by its new “focus on intelligence investigations,” the FBI’s size grew to 4,370 agents by the end of World War II, up from 391 agents a decade before—an elevenfold increase. By 1941, J. Edgar Hoover, the first director of the FBI, had more agents for national
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defense than he had total agents a few years before. 142 The FBI’s caseload of national security cases approached 100,000. 143

During that time, the FBI Director became the chair of an interdepartmental committee on intelligence. 144 This made him “an American intelligence czar.” 145 Meanwhile, the FBI “established a formal relationship with British intelligence” in 1940, “highlighting the development of the FBI as a national security apparatus.” 146 Its relationship with British intelligence would become a “hallmark of the Second World War, Cold War, and War on Terrorism.” 147

The FBI’s “intimate intelligence relationship” 148 with Britain played a significant role in ensuring the success of the D-Day landings. 149 Through an Allied operation called Double Cross, five FBI double agents, as well as British double agents, “sent intelligence to the enemy, both useful and worthless and laced with reports designed to confuse the Germans as to the date, place, and time of the invasion of Europe.” 150 They also confused the Germans with regard to Allied ship movements, contributing to victory in the Battle of the Atlantic. 151 The five FBI double agents “amassed nearly a dozen imaginary sources” and “feigned complete loyalty to the Nazi cause, all the while pestering them for more and more funds to finance their work and pay their sources.” 152 And at the same time, they “altered the course of history forever” by alerting the United States to Germany’s nuclear ambitions—“startling intelligence that tipped the balance . . . in favor of urging the president to move forward on the unprecedented and world-changing project” to build an atomic bomb. 153

2. The Cold War

As soon as World War II ended, the Cold War began—and with it, a decades-long continuation of the FBI’s military purpose. 154 During the Cold War, the FBI was “by far the strongest force dedicated to
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fighting the Communist threat.” It was during the height of the Cold War against the Soviet Union that the FBI “abandoned prosecutions in favor of secret and illegal programs . . . to disrupt and contain its targets.” And it was then that it said its “most important goal” was spying on Soviet leadership.

Although the Cold War was unconventional and more complex than just a military conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union, it would be improper to ignore its military character when considering the FBI’s role in it, particularly because that was how decisionmakers viewed it. President Franklin Roosevelt and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover both believed that the Soviet Government was attempting to overthrow the U.S. Government as part of a global communist revolution. Speaking to the Attorney General, Hoover said of the Soviets, “They have set out to conquer not only America but the world.” He warned Secretary of Defense James Forrestal about “the smuggling into the United States of an atomic bomb, or parts thereof which could be later assembled in this country” and later warned of “suicide planes with atom bombs” and “armed insurrection in the U.S. by communist party members or persons under Soviet direction.” In response, Forrestal created a War Council and called for “the very closest cooperation between our organizations.”

Although estimates of the Soviet threat were sometimes exaggerated, there was good reason for the view that the Soviet Union was waging an unconventional war against the United States. The Moscow-directed Comintern provided funding for organizations to train people in the United States, in its words, “for . . . the seizure of the state by the Communist party.” By the height of the Cold War, hundreds of Soviet spies had provided diplomatic, economic, and political
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intelligence, as well as scientific intelligence that allowed the Soviets to “deploy jet planes, radar, sonar, artillery proximity fuses, and many other military advances.” Its sources included agents in manufacturing firms, defense plants, the chemical industry, and the U.S. military.

One example of Soviet espionage was the infiltration of the Manhattan Project. The Soviets had two dozen spies at Los Alamos, including several senior physicists. They provided the Soviet Union with thousands of pages of nuclear information with enormous military consequences. The Soviets were able to build an atomic bomb quickly and relatively cheaply. This nuclear capacity led to the Korean War by emboldening the Soviet Union to authorize North Korea to attack South Korea.

Another example of Soviet espionage was the extensive spy network of dozens of federal officials in the 1930s and 1940s. For example, a Soviet spy named Elizabeth Bentley “carried classified documents to the KGB from U.S. government employees in the OSS, the War Department, the War Production Board, the Air Force, and the departments of Treasury, Agriculture, and Commerce.” Her eighty sources included a presidential counselor, an Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, and the head of the State Department’s postwar planning.

This espionage was only one front in the Cold War. Other fronts ranged from Korea to Vietnam to Afghanistan. For more than half a century, Soviet funds, arms, and sometimes troops supported military forces adverse to American interests and allies in those countries and elsewhere.

In this conflict, the FBI Director, who sat on the National Security Council, “saw himself as the commander in chief for anticommun-
ism in America. The FBI, in partnership with the military, would protect the nation as it projected its power around the world.”177 Its efforts often “had nothing to do with law enforcement” and extended “into every corner of the ever-expanding national security establishment,” including direct cooperation with Allied foreign intelligence agencies,178 as well as “the White House, the Pentagon, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the National Security Agency, the CIA, the State Department, Congress, six American embassies, army intelligence bases in Germany and Austria, and a dozen more centers of America’s global power.”179

Among the FBI’s first major efforts were the Palmer Raids, when it organized the arrest of as many as 10,000 people180 in response to bombings of Attorney General Mitchell Palmer’s house and eight other locations181 that media outlets182 and the FBI (then called the Bureau of Investigation183) blamed on communists.184 For most of the next seven decades, the FBI broke into the homes and offices of suspected communists, employed double agents, bugged and wiretapped without warrants, and ran thousands of operations against suspected Soviet agents and sympathizers through an Intelligence Division that was “the most powerful force within the Bureau, commanding the most money, the most manpower, and the most attention from the director.”185

The results of those operations were hugely significant from a national security perspective. For example, an FBI burglary of a front for Soviet espionage led to the Venona project, which broke Soviet ciphers and “was one of America’s most secret weapons in the Cold
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It made the decryption of 2,900 secret Soviet messages possible. In another operation, Solo, an FBI agent infiltrated the highest levels of Soviet leadership. The operation included fifty-two international missions over two decades and produced a treasure trove of intelligence on matters like “the Sino-Soviet split, Nikita Khrushchev’s speech documenting Josef Stalin’s mass murders, and the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia.”

Perhaps no FBI action during the Cold War better demonstrates its military and foreign policy influence—and shows how far it often strayed from law enforcement—than its machinations in the Dominican Republic. In an operation known as DOMSIT, the FBI sent more than twenty agents to the Dominican capital, selected an FBI informant to succeed the country’s deposed dictator, approved his Cabinet and top generals, and provided him with “training and facilities to help create a new Dominican national intelligence force, a Department of Special Operations, a secret police to combat subversives,” which served the anticommunist dictator for the next two decades.

In short, the FBI’s Cold War history shows that its primary purpose, like the military’s, was national defense against external threats, rather than law enforcement.

3. The War on Terror

Like the Cold War, the war between the United States and al-Qaeda and ISIS is asymmetric and includes elements beyond merely the military. But also like the Cold War, it is a struggle against external threats defined largely by its military aspects. Those aspects were invoked by Osama bin Laden in 1998 when he issued a fatwa
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urging war against the United States and by the American Government when Congress authorized the use of force after 9/11. After that date, fighting terrorism became the FBI’s first priority.

Even before 9/11, the FBI was central to U.S. efforts against al-Qaeda. In the 1990s, the FBI foiled an al-Qaeda plot to attack a host of New York City landmarks, including the United Nations building; the Holland Tunnel; the Lincoln Tunnel; the George Washington Bridge; the Waldorf-Astoria, St. Regis, and U.N. Plaza hotels; a heliport; and the FBI’s office. Later, in 1995, the FBI sent teams of agents to Pakistan where they worked with Pakistani and U.S. forces to successfully capture Ramzi Yousef, the mastermind of the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and a high-ranking al-Qaeda terrorist. All told, from 1993 to 1999, the FBI prevented forty terrorist attacks.

By the end of the decade, the FBI and al-Qaeda “were locked in an international cat-and-mouse game,” with an entire FBI unit designated the Osama Bin Laden Unit. President Clinton had directed the FBI to take the lead in counterterrorism and spearhead a policy to “deter, defeat and respond vigorously to all terrorist attacks on our territory and against our citizens.” His Presidential Decision Directive 39 “ordered the Bureau to analyze secret intelligence on terrorist threats, and to create strategies to disrupt and destroy them before they struck again.” And “[a]cross the Maghreb, across southern Africa, [and] Europe,” according to one FBI agent, “there probably wasn’t a country [the FBI] didn’t touch.”
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Nevertheless, although the FBI had declared terrorism its “number-one priority,” and although its counterintelligence budget had risen from $118 million to $423 million between 1993 and 2001, it was not until after 9/11 that the FBI’s actions matched its words and its primary mission became again what it had been during World War II and for most of the Cold War—defense against external threats.

President Bush insisted on that mission after 9/11, vowing to hold the FBI accountable for any future attacks. “I told [FBI Director Robert Mueller] I wanted the Bureau to adopt a wartime mentality,” he later said. According to Mueller, his goal was “transforming the Bureau into an intelligence agency.” By law, the FBI was required to create “an institutional culture with substantial expertise in, and commitment to, the intelligence mission.”

This time, those words were not empty. The FBI Director’s Chief of Staff said Mueller “started each day for almost ten years . . . with two hours of briefings on terrorism.” Those mornings began at the Bureau’s Strategic Information and Operations Center and ended with the President in the Oval Office—an unprecedented level of access by an FBI Director to the President. At each meeting, the FBI Director and the President, along with other intelligence officials, reviewed the “Threat Matrix,” a compilation of intelligence on potential terrorist attacks—a question of national security, not law enforcement.

As in the Cold War, the FBI prioritized surveillance and undercover operations designed to thwart threats from external enemies. In part through nearly a thousand orders sent each week to institutions like banks and telecommunications providers to share records, the FBI enjoyed “an authority almost as strong” as the authority President Roosevelt gave Director Hoover “to monitor all telecommunications traffic in and out of the United States” during World War II.
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Meanwhile, the FBI ran operations—often sting operations—that helped bring down al-Qaeda or similar cells in Lackawanna, Portland, Northern Virginia, Minneapolis, the Bronx, Raleigh, Dallas, Springfield, Denver, Baltimore, and Berlin. The Bureau also foiled plots intended to bomb subways, a Christmas tree lighting, military recruiting stations and bases, and fuel tanks near airports.

In addition to surveillance and stings, another traditional source of wartime intelligence comes from the interrogation of detainees, and the FBI has played a leading role in the collection of that intelligence as well. In places like Afghanistan, Iraq, Yemen, Guantanamo Bay, as well as in the United States, the FBI has interrogated high-value detainees in the war against al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and Iraq—including Saddam Hussein, Abu Zubaydah (third- or fourth-ranking in al-Qaeda leadership), Ramzi bin al-Shibh (liaison between the 9/11 mastermind and hijackers), Ibn al-Shaykh al-Libi (commander of al-Qaeda’s biggest training camp), Mohammed al-Qahtani (the would-be 20th hijacker for 9/11), al-Safarini (a Pan Am Flight 73 hijacker), Abu Jandal (bin Laden’s personal bodyguard), Jamal Ahmad Mohammad al-Badawi (a bomber of U.S.S. Cole), Faisal Shahzad (who attempted to set off a bomb in Times Square), Ali al-Bahlul (bin Laden’s propagandist), Fahd al-Quso (videographer of U.S.S. Cole bombing and courier of money for 9/11 attacks), Salim Hamdan (bin Laden’s driver), and L’Houssaine Kherchtou (bin Laden’s pilot).

These and other FBI interrogations were a key element of many of the United States’ most significant victories over al-Qaeda. For example, al-Libi’s FBI interrogation helped thwart as many as seven al-Qaeda plots and provided the military’s Operation Anaconda with crucial intelligence. Similarly, Abu Zubaydah’s interrogation thwarted a terrorist attack, identified al-Qaeda’s third in command, and helped lead to the capture of 9/11 mastermind Khalid...
Sheikh Mohammed\textsuperscript{223} and the alleged dirty bomber Jose Padilla.\textsuperscript{224} On another occasion, FBI interrogators obtained actionable intelligence to stop a pending al-Qaeda plot.\textsuperscript{225}

In addition to collecting military intelligence through surveillance, stings, and interrogations, the FBI has collected valuable intelligence in the Afghanistan and Iraq warzones, where the FBI has dispatched more than 1,500 personnel.\textsuperscript{226} As one agent said of Afghanistan, “There was going to be a tremendous amount of intelligence out of the war. When a site is cleared, we need to be there. We want that pocket litter, that stuff coming out of the caves.”\textsuperscript{227}

The FBI was even more involved in Iraq. It helped rescue hostages, went on raids with special forces, analyzed captured documents, investigated Iraqi intelligence officials, helped train the Iraqi police, joined them in finding enemy combatants, and (as described above) interrogated detainees for actionable intelligence about threats to U.S. forces and the homeland.\textsuperscript{228}

In fact, Afghanistan and Iraq are hardly the only areas where the FBI has an overseas presence. Beginning in World War II and extending through the Cold War, the FBI’s foreign intelligence service has collected intelligence on friends and foes alike and exerted subtle (and sometimes not-so-subtle) influence on allied police forces through a legal attaché system with permanent offices at U.S. embassies around the globe.\textsuperscript{229} Today, the FBI operates in over eighty countries on six continents, with profound implications for U.S. military and foreign policy.\textsuperscript{230} And at times, even the FBI Director himself has personally projected American power abroad: FBI Director Louis Freeh visited sixty-eight countries and met with some 2,000 international leaders in the 1990s, and his successor Robert Mueller “was one of the only U.S. leaders respected enough within Pakistan to try to broker peace.”\textsuperscript{231}

Of course, this Article’s contention that the FBI’s primary purpose is its military purpose of protecting against external military
threats is not meant to suggest that the FBI does not have other, secondary purposes. But so does the military itself. After the country’s founding, military personnel “served as explorers, built roads and bridges, and gave the nation its cadre of trained engineers. Further, the military countered civil disturbances at various times, and engaged in law enforcement duties in the South during Reconstruction.” More recently, it has provided disaster relief on numerous occasions and is involved “in local schools, the provision of medical care to underserved communities, infrastructure construction and repair projects, environmental restoration, youth programs, and more.” With as many as 5,000 troops at a time patrolling the border for drugs and fighting crime, it is likely that in recent decades the military has had more personnel than the FBI committed to law enforcement rather than national defense from external threats—but that does not mean that the primary military purpose of either organization should be ignored.

B. The FBI’s Second Similarity to a Standing Army: A Threat to Civil Liberties

As described above, the founding era’s skepticism toward standing armies and insistence on civilian control of such an army arose from a history of armies that were notorious for infringing on populations’ civil liberties. That is why so many states’ declarations of rights called standing armies “dangerous to liberty.” But when Attorney General (and future Chief Justice) Harlan Fiske Stone described a “lawless” organization of “agents engaged in many practices which are brutal and tyrannical in the extreme,” he wasn’t describing an army; he was describing the early FBI.
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The early FBI was so corrupt that it was known as “the Department of Easy Virtue,” and Stone’s 1924 description of FBI “men with bad records” and often “convicted of crimes” would have sounded all too familiar to founders raised on a centuries-old hostility to medieval armies “made up largely of tramps, beggars, [and] criminals” let loose to terrorize civilian populations. And although the FBI would soon clean out agents with unsavory pasts and replace them with “G-men” of squeaky-clean backgrounds and images, its “standard conduct” for the next half century included illegal and warrantless wiretaps, buggings, burglaries, destruction of files, and harassment of political minorities, the gay community, and African Americans. On occasion, its tactics also included warrantless and illegal arrests on a massive scale. And for a quarter century, the FBI looked for espionage by opening hundreds of thousands of pieces of mail. In short, beginning in the 1910s, accelerating in the 1930s, and continuing through the mid-1960s, the FBI frequently “violated the freedoms of the Bill of Rights to enforce the president’s powers as commander in chief.” In the words of a former chair of the House Judiciary Committee, the FBI’s surveillance power gave it the “power of control over the lives and destinies of every man in the nation.” And the FBI did not always use that power judiciously.

The point is not to suggest that the FBI has been bad for the country. To the contrary, its accomplishments have been phenomenal, in terms of its primary mission of national security as well as its secondary mission of crime fighting. And for most of its recent history, it has shown a healthy respect for civil liberties. But like the history of most armies, the FBI’s history—from the late 1910s through the
mid-1960s—included numerous infringements on civil liberties similar to those the founders worried an out-of-control army would commit. This Section describes that history. Then, Part III argues that instances of the FBI’s independence have often made possible or exacerbated those infringements.

1. Illegal Wiretaps, Bugs, and Break-Ins

“Wiretapping, bugging, and break-ins became a holy trinity for FBI intelligence operations from the 1930s onward.” In the run-up to World War II, President Roosevelt authorized the FBI “to secure information by listening devices . . . of persons suspected of subversive activities against the Government of the United States, including suspected spies.” It thereafter “employed illegal surveillance tactics and actively sought noncriminal intelligence on the anti-interventionists for bureaucratic and political purposes.” It was during this time that FBI officials acquired increased investigative authority and resorted to sensitive investigative techniques, like wiretapping, and violated investigative restrictions—all in the name of combating “subversive activity,” but too often, in reality, with the prime objective and end result being the monitoring of domestic political activity while violating the civil liberties of foreign policy critics.

Then, during American involvement in World War II, its surveillance activity increased. “[T]he FBI installed at least 6,769 warrantless wiretaps and 1,806 bugs in the name of national security.” In those years and the years after, subjects of surveillance included Presidents, presidential candidates, First Ladies, Cabinet officials, Members of Congress, Supreme Court Justices, civil rights leaders, reporters, anti-war organizations, labor unions, ethnic minorities, political minorities, and almost anyone else whom FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover deemed suspicious. By the time of Hoover’s death, he personally had more than 17,750 pages of files that
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included blackmail material on the patriarch of an American political dynasty, his sons, their wives, and other women; allegations of two homosexual arrests which Hoover leaked to help defeat a witty, urbane Democratic presidential candidate; the surveillance reports on one of America’s best-known first ladies and her alleged lovers, and much more.258

Many if not most of the taps, bugs, and break-ins were warrantless and illegal. Congress banned warrantless wiretaps in 1934 and prohibited illegally wiretapped conversations from being admitted as evidence in court.259 But the FBI nevertheless wiretapped at will based on the misguided rationale that if the recorded conversations were not used in court, they were not illegal.260

The same justification was applied to burglaries in which bugs were often placed and documents were often stolen. As early as the 1920s, the FBI was breaking into the headquarters of suspected communists,261 as well as into the offices of unfriendly Members of Congress.262 During World War II, FBI Agent Morton Chiles stole an address book during an illegal burglary, which led to the detention of 114 suspected German sympathizers.263 Later in the war, an unproven suspicion that Chase National Bank was collaborating with Germany led the FBI to illegally burglarize its main office.264 After the war, the FBI’s Program C, created for just such activity, broke into the embassies and consulates of the Soviet Union and its satellite states.265 A separate outfit called Squad 47 was responsible for at least 800 break-ins.266 Between 1960 and 1966, the FBI burglarized the Socialist Workers Party ninety-four times.267

Although such surveillance may sound less drastic than the infringement on civil liberties by the British armies that inspired the
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founders’ hostility to standing armies and insistence on civilian control of the military, the harm to liberty by illegal surveillance was significant. It led to political blackmail, purges from academic faculties, and the extensive harassment of minorities (political and racial) described below. “Uncontrolled surveillance may be effective in repressing dissent even where dossiers are not deployed to achieve any concrete results.” It has “a chilling effect in important public debate over national policy.” As the Supreme Court has stated,

> [i]n a democratic society privacy of communication is essential if citizens are to think and act creatively and constructively. Fear or suspicion that one’s speech is being monitored by a stranger, even without the reality of such activity, can have a seriously inhibiting effect upon the willingness to voice critical and constructive ideas.

2. Illegal Detentions

The FBI’s history of mass detentions began in World War I with the arrest of hundreds of members of the Industrial Workers of the World, a labor organization that opposed the war. It followed up with an arrest of at least 5,000 people suspected of opposing the war. For example, one man was imprisoned until the end of the war because he had “belittled the United States, talked against the war, spread pacifist propaganda, and wrote against conscription”—all of which was protected by the First Amendment. Likewise, a German was imprisoned because he “engaged in a conversation with a Negro
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in which he indulged in pro-German utterances and in derogatory remarks regarding the United States government.”

The controversy from the mass arrests led to the resignations of the Attorney General and the FBI Director. But those resignations did not deter future mass arrests, beginning with the warrantless arrests of between 6,000 and 10,000 people in the Palmer Raids of 1920, described earlier in Section II.A. Planned and led by the FBI’s Radical Division, the raids “resulted in mass violations of many people’s civil liberties.” Most of them innocent of any wrongdoing, many detainees “were held for months in cramped, filthy, makeshift prisons, beaten, brutalized, railroaded, denied lawyers or access to family members, then released with no explanation, never charged with a crime.” A reviewing judge later wrote, “a mob is a mob, whether made up of government officials acting under instructions from the Department of Justice, or of criminals, loafers, and the vicious classes.”

During World War II, the FBI once again arrested as many as 10,000 innocent civilians wrongly suspected of being foreign subversives. The arrests were inspired by the FBI’s Custodial Detention Index, which was started immediately after Germany invaded Poland in 1939. Names were added “not from knowledge about individuals’ subversive activities but primarily from the subscription lists of German, Italian, and communist newspapers; from membership lists of organizations; and from informant and agent reports on who attended meetings and demonstrations.” In Director Hoover’s words, the FBI’s test for inclusion on the list was whether there was “the possibility but not the probability that they will harm the national interest.”

After World War II, during the Cold War, the FBI maintained and expanded its list for two decades, growing it to 26,500 “potentially
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or actually dangerous” political suspects. In the event of an emergency, it planned to imprison them in stockades and a secret prison system, while suspending the writ of habeas corpus. Unlike the mass arrests of World War I and World War II, the mass arrests of the Cold War never materialized, but the Custodial Detention Program still “affected almost everything Hoover did in domestic intelligence during the Truman administration.” It required “complicated legal, logistical, and political arrangements” that constituted “the thread that connects the seemingly unrelated parts of Hoover’s wide-ranging domestic security operations during the cold war.”

3. Targeting Minorities

In 1924, Attorney General Stone declared, “The Bureau of Information is not concerned with political or other opinions of individuals.” But for most of the rest of the century, that was not true. Just as distinct religious, political, and ethnic groups were often targeted by the armies whose abuses in Britain and the colonies caused the founders’ skepticism of standing armies, so too for individuals and groups targeted by the FBI.

Political minorities have borne the brunt of the FBI’s infringements on civil liberties: “Even mild dissent, in the eyes of the FBI, could make an American worthy of being spied on and placed in an ongoing FBI file, sometimes for decades.” The infringements began during the Wilson Administration, when the FBI dug for dirt on political activists and lawyers who criticized the Palmer Raids and when it put together more than 200,000 dossiers on political dissidents. Later, purportedly looking to foil subversion by the Soviet
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Union, the FBI’s COINTELPRO campaigns again targeted citizens based on their political ideas—“Black activists, antiwar leaders, socialists, and others”—in violation of their rights to privacy and to free speech.

The COINTELPRO program included 2,340 operations to destroy lives through wiretaps, bugs, break-ins, anonymous hate mail, IRS audits, and documents forged to create distrust among targeted groups. Those operations included secret acts to influence elections and criminal sentencing, as well as planting newspaper stories, whether true or not, about misuse of party funds by Communist officials; placing anonymous calls or sending anonymous letters to start rumors that party officials were homosexuals or sexual deviants; and assigning agents to conduct lockstep surveillance, intrusive photography, or make hang-up calls to associates of Communists that they were under investigation.

The FBI also took steps to get party officials fired or arrested based on false evidence. COINTELPRO files totaled more than 20,000 pages.

Similarly, looking for Soviet spies, the FBI’s Federal Loyalty and Security Program investigated the private lives of government employees, as well as their political views. (It found no spies.) And seeking to sustain support for the Vietnam War, its VIDEM program spied on antiwar groups like Students for a Democratic Society, tracked down the names of protesters, and harassed them.

One of the agents involved in VIDEM explained the extent of the harassment. “Not kill them per se,” he said, “but anything went. If we suspect somebody’s involved in this, put a wiretap on them. Put a microphone in. Steal his mail. Do anything!”
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Like the out-of-control armies that inspired the founders’ insistence on civilian control of the military,\(^\text{312}\) FBI Director Hoover was particularly adept at intimidating “people whose political opinions [he] opposed.”\(^\text{313}\) He began as early as the Palmer Raids: “When prominent lawyers signed a petition condemning the Justice Department’s ‘continued violation of the Constitution,’ Hoover opened a file on each of them.”\(^\text{314}\) In later years, the FBI used illegally obtained intelligence as blackmail against President Roosevelt’s closest advisors, on President John F. Kennedy, and on Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.\(^\text{315}\)

In addition to political minorities, members of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (“LGBT”) community drew special surveillance from the FBI. Its investigation of Undersecretary of State Sumner Welles ruined his career and frightened other members of the Roosevelt Cabinet after the FBI outed him as gay.\(^\text{316}\) Likewise, it spread false rumors that Democratic Party presidential nominee Adlai Stevenson had once been arrested for sodomy.\(^\text{317}\) And over twenty-five years it compiled a 300,000-page file on countless LGBT Americans in an attempt to drive them out of government and academia.\(^\text{318}\)

In addition to targeting political and LGBT minorities, the FBI also targeted racial minorities and advocates for their civil rights, often on the national security grounds (or pretext) of investigating their ties to the Soviet Union.\(^\text{319}\) From Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to his closest advisor, to future Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, to the primary organizer of King’s famous March on Washington, if you were a famous civil rights leader, the FBI spied on you.\(^\text{320}\) At times, in the FBI’s words, its goal was to “disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise neutralize the activities of black nationalist hate type organizations,” which it defined to include King’s Southern Christian Leadership Conference.\(^\text{321}\)

The FBI’s campaign against Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. had public and private fronts. Publicly, the FBI blamed him for inciting riots
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and violence, and it released a report accusing him of associating with communists.322 Privately, it sent him sex tapes it had recorded of King with mistresses, along with a note vowing to expose him. The note threatened, “There is but one way out for you. You better take it before your filthy, abnormal fraudulent self is bared to the nation.”323

* * *

In short, like the military’s primary purpose, the FBI’s primary purpose is to protect the nation against external enemies. And like the British armies that inspired the constitutional command of civilian control of the military, the FBI has at times made significant infringements on civil liberties. As Part III shows, those infringements were often caused by an independence that has proven as dangerous in the hands of the FBI as the framers believed it would prove in the hands of an army.

III. THE FBI’S INDEPENDENCE HAS FACILITATED ITS VIOLATIONS OF CIVIL LIBERTIES.

For the middle half of the twentieth century, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover “operated autonomously,”324 maintaining the FBI as “an independent . . . agency with its own political agenda, capable of influencing public opinion and national politics.”325 As the Washington Post reported upon his death, “Few, if any, men in the history of the United States have accumulated so much power and wielded it for so long as did J. Edgar Hoover.”326 His was a “principality with absolutely secure borders,”327 as shown by (among many other possible examples328) Hoover’s order that his agents in Latin America burn their files instead of sharing them with the CIA.329 To my knowledge, not since the days of Oliver Cromwell330 has anyone in Anglo-American history responsible for military operations or their rough equivalent operated so independently of his elected superiors.
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Hoover’s independence began in the 1920s when he orchestrated the Palmer Raids in an unmonitored manner that allowed the Attorney General to deny responsibility, and his independence accelerated in the 1930s and early 1940s when he defied two Attorneys General. By the late 1940s, Hoover was in open conflict with President Truman over Cold War policy disagreements as profound as any at issue in the infamous Truman-MacArthur conflict. By the 1960s and 1970s, multiple Presidents had wanted to fire Hoover, but Hoover had made it too politically difficult to do so. As one reporter quipped upon Lyndon Johnson’s accession to the presidency, “President Johnson has declared that he does not intend to replace J. Edgar Hoover. However, J. Edgar Hoover has not disclosed whether he plans to replace President Johnson.”

As this Section will explain, Hoover wielded his independence through tactics like those of the American generals described in Section I.B: insubordination, insufficient monitoring, and undue influence through intimidation, pitting Congress against the President, and rallying public opinion, either openly or through leaks. And as this Section will also explain, a consequence of Hoover’s independence was the infringement of civil liberties the founders worried would result from a breakdown of civilian control of the military.

To be specific, among the twentieth century’s more egregious violations of American civil liberties were (1) mass arrests of thousands of innocent people during panics over communism and World War II; (2) the excesses of the McCarthy era; (3) the warrantless wiretapping of thousands based on their political views and the purges from academia and government that accompanied it; (4) violence against
ci civil rights protesters; and (5) the harassment of the civil rights movement’s leaders. Of course, the century also saw other significant domestic violations of liberty. But the common thread that connects the five listed above is that they were all facilitated or exacerbated by the FBI’s independence from the President and Attorney General.

A. The Link Between Mass Arrests and FBI Independence

The FBI’s independence contributed to its largest arrests of mass numbers of innocent people. It involved independence from three Attorneys General nominally in charge of the FBI: Mitchel Palmer, Robert Jackson, and Francis Biddle. And the aspects of independence included insufficient monitoring, undue influence, and insubordination.

Insufficient monitoring of the FBI was a problem as early as 1920, when Hoover orchestrated the mass arrest of between 6,000 and 10,000 people (most of them innocent of any crime) in the wake of a bombing that was blamed on communists. Although the press called the arrests the Palmer Raids, Attorney General Palmer was derelict in his duty to monitor Hoover; “Palmer neither organized nor directed them. Hoover did.”

Hoover’s independence from Palmer allowed Palmer, a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination later that year, to deny being aware of some of the raid’s details. When he was asked about the number of search warrants by a Senate committee, Palmer replied, “I cannot tell you, Senator . . . . If you would like to ask Mr. Hoover, who was in charge of this matter, he can tell you.”

President Wilson was also guilty of insufficient monitoring of the Bureau during the Palmer Raids. “Wilson either did not ask or did not listen, being too preoccupied with world affairs, his League of Nations, or his imagined place in history.” Although it is not the President’s job to micromanage the FBI, the Palmer Raids show what can
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happen to civil liberties when the President and the Attorney General give the FBI a blank check for mass detentions.

Nearly two decades later, in the late 1930s, the FBI again designed a program for mass detentions, at first without the Attorney General’s knowledge. Hoover compiled a list of thousands of individuals, mostly suspected communists, “to be rounded up and placed in concentration camps” in the event of war with the Axis powers. “Those on the list consisted of ‘both aliens and citizens of the United States [who were of] German, Italian, and Communist sympathies,’ along with radical labor leaders, journalists critical of the administration, and some members of Congress.” Their inclusion on the list depended not on crimes they had committed in the past but on crimes they might commit in the future. The plan would come to include “military stockades, a secret prison system for jailing American citizens, and the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus.”

When Attorney General Robert Jackson later learned of the program, he was horrified and ordered Hoover to abandon the program and destroy the list. But Hoover defied him. Like Pentagon generals who predict unrealistically dire consequences if their preferred policy goals are not embraced by their civilian superiors, Hoover warned Jackson that Jackson’s opposition would require the FBI “to abandon its facilities for obtaining information in the subversive field.” Although Jackson was “no fan of J. Edgar Hoover,” he was outmaneuvered, and he relented.

Hoover tried to keep the Custodial Detention Program secret from Jackson’s successor, Attorney General Francis Biddle. When Biddle learned of the program two years after assuming office, Biddle
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was, like Jackson before him, “deeply disturbed.”\(^{353}\) In a letter to Hoover, Biddle called the program “impractical, unwise, and dangerous.”\(^ {354}\) And like Jackson, Biddle issued an “express prohibition” of the program.\(^ {355}\) This time, Hoover did not bother coercing the Attorney General; instead, Hoover just disobeyed the order.\(^ {356}\) “Cunning as always, Hoover merely changed the name of the list to the Security Index and retained it.”\(^ {357}\)

The ruse worked because of Biddle’s insufficient monitoring of the FBI.\(^ {358}\) The program continued in secret, without the Attorney General or the President knowing of its continued existence.\(^ {359}\) The FBI’s independence in the service of mass arrests had gone from insufficient monitoring, to undue influence, to insubordination.\(^ {360}\) And in the process, Hoover “demonstrated to everyone inside the bureau that he, not the attorney general, set the rules” and that Hoover was “a law unto himself.”\(^ {361}\)

**B. The Link Between McCarthyism and FBI Independence**

The FBI’s independence contributed to the witch hunts of the McCarthy era. It involved independence from President Harry Truman and his Attorneys General. And the aspects of independence included insubordination and undue influence.

The late 1940s and early 1950s saw a very real threat of espionage and subversion by the Soviet Union. But the era also saw a tragic overreaction to that threat with excesses that ruined lives and careers.\(^ {362}\) Today it is called the McCarthy era, after Senator Joseph McCarthy. But “[w]ithout Hoover’s help, it might never have happened.”\(^ {363}\) He was at the center of the witch hunts against often-imaginary communists, leaking information to McCarthy\(^ {364}\) and even providing speechwriters for McCarthy and his aides.\(^{365}\) “The FBI kept
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McCarthy in business,” one of Hoover’s closest associates later explained.366

President Truman opposed these efforts. He privately wrote, “We want no Gestapo or Secret Police . . . . [The] FBI is tending in that direction.”367 But neither Truman nor his Attorney General was able to restrain the FBI Director, in part because Hoover had used congressional and media allies to insulate himself from control by his titular superiors.

Hoover had cultivated alliances with conservative Members of Congress since his earliest days as Director.368 He “never forgot that Congress controlled the purse strings. Because of that, it could be more powerful than the president and could come in handy as Hoover moved up the ladder.”369 To ingratiate himself with committee chairs who controlled his funding, Hoover assigned agents to their investigative staff, providing them with free expertise.370

With regard to the press, Hoover quickly learned that he could count on positive press coverage from reporters if he leaked them secret FBI files that gave them good scoops over their competitors.371 Hoover went even further with reporter Walter Winchell, ensuring positive coverage by providing him with an FBI driver, bodyguards, and a Naval Reserve commission.372 As a result, in the words of Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach, “[a]bsent strong and unequivocal proof of the greatest impropriety on the part of the director, no attorney general could have conceived that he could possibly win a fight with Mr. Hoover in the eyes of the public, the Congress or the President.”373
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Hoover’s independence depended in part on using friendly journalists and Members of Congress to perpetuate an image of the FBI as indispensable to American security—and of Hoover as indispensable to the FBI. For example, during World War II, Hoover lied to the media by telling them that the FBI was responsible for the capture of eight German saboteurs who landed by U-boat in New York and Florida; in fact, defections by the saboteurs had been responsible, and moreover, it is unlikely that most of the men really were saboteurs.374 Similarly, after the war, Hoover leaked information (and misinformation) to political allies and media outlets giving the impression that Hoover was all that stood between the United States and a Soviet takeover.375

To maintain this impression, “Hoover opened a public relations division within the bureau” that “became nearly the largest and most productive such operation in the federal government.”376 It helped to “create books, movies, television and radio shows, and newspaper and magazine articles lauding Hoover and the FBI.”377 It also ghostwrote hundreds of articles for Hoover, making him “the go-to government man for thoughts on crime, communism, war, religion, childrearing, and even on how to make the best popovers.”378 As Attorney General Katzenbach later wrote, the FBI “took pains to cover up any errors and did so effectively,” which meant its Director “was in essence un-touchable and thus out of effective control.”379

With the President unable to control, fire, or even publicly criticize Hoover, Hoover used his independence to fight communism at the expense of civil liberties. He flexed his undue influence to pressure Truman to authorize the FBI to investigate two million government employees, with particularly extreme invasions into the privacy of 14,000 employees Hoover deemed especially suspicious.380 But his biggest act of independence in this area concerned his public and clandestine support for the House Un-American Activities Committee.381
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The Committee was full of Republican legislators who believed President Truman was too soft on communism. It was “rabidly anti-New Deal and anti-Truman.” In a “tirade” to the Committee on March 26, 1947, Hoover told the story of the Truman Administration retaining a communist federal employee even after it learned that the employee was deeply involved in the Communist Party, and Hoover called out the Administration for firing only 101 people out of 6,193 investigated for being communists. He told the Committee, “I would have no fears if more Americans possessed the zeal, the fervor, the persistence and the industry to learn about this menace of Red fascism. I do fear for the liberal and progressive who has been hoodwinked and duped into joining hands with the communists.”

Hoover’s speech was a direct political attack on his superiors, just as General MacArthur’s insubordinate speech to Congress attacking Truman’s policies would be a few years later. It “announced his alliance with the antiadministration Red hunters.” The testimony was “unprecedented and effective.”

A year after “he had cast himself loose from the administration,” Hoover once again used the House Un-American Activities Committee (“HUAC”) for his own ends, against the President’s wishes. He leaked to the Committee the names of two Soviet spies who had become informants for the FBI, Elizabeth Bentley and Whittaker Chambers, who implicated other spies who had worked in government. By using Bentley, Chambers, and the Committee to create the impression that the Soviet Union was successfully infiltrating the Truman Administration, Hoover poured gas on the flames of anticomunist paranoia, with its attendant invasions of privacy, false accusations, and smear campaigns. In short, Hoover’s insubordination toward Truman “furnished a powerful weapon to the Republicans and
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the Red-hunters in Congress, who in turn delivered a hammer blow against the president and the Democrats.”

If FBI Director Hoover had not enjoyed so much independence from President Truman, Truman could have fired or controlled him, which would have curbed some of the excesses of the McCarthy era. Instead, Hoover was able to exacerbate those excesses because he was functionally independent of the President. In the words of one White House adviser, Hoover “wasn’t taking orders from Truman or anybody else, least of all the Attorney General of the United States.”

Instead, with his testimony to HUAC, Hoover had shown he could be openly insubordinate without adverse consequences to himself. “For the next quarter of the century, until the day he died, he would obey executive orders when he saw fit.”

C. The Link Between Warrantless Wiretapping and FBI Independence

The FBI’s independence contributed to the warrantless wiretapping of thousands based on their political beliefs. It involved independence from Presidents Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon, as well as from their Attorneys General. And the aspects of independence included undue influence and monitoring so insufficient it amounted to “independence of any significant oversight.”

In the 1940s, Robert Jackson was the first Attorney General to try to curb the FBI’s illegal wiretapping program, which Hoover had initiated on his own several years earlier without receiving the Attorney General’s required approval. After the U.S. Supreme Court rejected the FBI’s argument that wiretapping was legal if evidence of it was not used in court, Jackson ordered the FBI to cease wiretapping.
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While complaining to Jackson that “the Bureau cannot cope without wiretaps,”\textsuperscript{398} Hoover pretended to obey Jackson, but he waged an opposition campaign in the media and within the Roosevelt Cabinet.\textsuperscript{399} He told one journalist “that FBI agents had overheard German agents plotting to blow up the \textit{Queen Mary} but, because of Jackson’s prohibition, had to stop listening in on the plot.”\textsuperscript{400} He also appealed to Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau, who argued Hoover’s case to the President.\textsuperscript{401} In addition, Hoover “sought support from his political allies at the War Department and the State Department. He personally and pointedly warned that the fate of the nation rested on wiretaps . . . .”\textsuperscript{402}

Hoover’s attempt to exert undue pressure on the decisionmaking process—a “coup d’\textsc{etat} by memorandum”\textsuperscript{403}—was like General Colin Powell’s later attempts to prevent the use of force in the Balkans through the use of leaks, political allies in the Cabinet or Congress, and dire warnings of disastrous consequences. And like Powell’s coercion campaign against his superiors, Hoover’s was successful. He received secret authorization from President Roosevelt to wiretap without a warrant people “suspected of subversive activities”\textsuperscript{404} in the context of “national defense” investigations,\textsuperscript{405} despite the Communications Act of 1934\textsuperscript{406} and the Fourth Amendment.\textsuperscript{407}

As Hoover saw it, this authorization survived President Roosevelt and World War II. He interpreted it to authorize warrantless wiretapping until a President expressly withdrew the authorization. None did.\textsuperscript{408}

Having already exerted undue influence, Hoover now exercised an independence that fed on insufficient monitoring by Attorney General Jackson, who “tried to wash his hands of the whole matter.”\textsuperscript{409} “Appalled that he was being forced to participate in a circumvention
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of a Supreme Court ruling, Jackson told Hoover he did not want to authorize specific wiretaps and did not even want to know who was being tapped.”410 That was just fine by Hoover. He “presumed that he had the authority to investigate any groups or individuals whom he suspected of engaging in subversive activities.”411 And he told no Attorney General that he was keeping a secret set of surveillance records.412

Hoover’s independence with regard to warrantless wiretapping grew during the Truman Administration. He tricked Truman into expanding the scope of the illegal powers Roosevelt had granted him by obtaining Truman’s signature on a reauthorization document that, unbeknownst to Truman, dropped what few wiretapping limits Roosevelt had imposed.413 Hoover then went out of his way to keep Truman in the dark about the surveillance powers Hoover was exercising, and he was abetted by Attorney General Tom Clark’s strategic decision not to adequately monitor Hoover.414 Clark “chose a course of willful ignorance when it came to wiretaps, bugs, and break-ins by the FBI. He did not want to know what Hoover was doing beyond the boundaries of the law.”415

The failure to monitor Hoover’s warrantless wiretapping continued in the Eisenhower Administration.416 In effect extending Hoover’s “blank check in the use of wiretaps,”417 Attorney General Herbert Brownell allowed Hoover to wiretap anyone he chose—or bug them, burglarize them, or open their mail—with just one condition: Brownell had to be able to maintain plausible deniability.418 He did not want to know what Hoover was up to, and Hoover was happy to not tell him.419

Brownell was accountable to Eisenhower, who was accountable to the American people. But at Brownell’s insistence, the FBI Direc-
tor was acting independently of all of them, and that independence was facilitating his widespread infringements on Americans’ civil liberties. 420 “This unwillingness to monitor FBI bugging practices was continued by Brownell’s immediate successors, Republican Attorney General William Rogers and Democratic Attorney General Robert Kennedy.” 421

Not only did Hoover’s superiors fail to monitor the installation of wiretaps and bugs, they also failed to monitor how long the surveillance lasted. Once Hoover approved a wiretap, the wiretap was approved until Hoover decided to end it, which could theoretically last years or decades. 422 It was a continuation of the long-standing see-no-evil-hear-no-evil approach of Attorneys General who exercised control over Hoover in theory only.

On the relatively rare occasions when Hoover informed an Attorney General about the installation of a wiretap, it was often only after his agents had illegally broken into the home or office to install the bug. 423 That practice allowed for plausible deniability by the Attorney General in the event that the agents were caught breaking in. Once again, independence through a failure to monitor facilitated invasions of citizens’ privacy and violations of civil liberties. In the words of the Church Committee formed to investigate illegal intelligence gathering, which uncovered much of the history of the FBI’s abuses, a “long line of Attorneys General, Presidents, and Congresses [gave] power and responsibility to the FBI, but . . . failed to give it adequate guidance, direction, and control.” 424
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“He put before me a piece of paper asking my authority for the installation of a wiretap without court order and he waited for my approval.”

“You’re going to have to let me think about it,” Levi said. “The agents might get caught going in.”

“It’s already in,” Daly replied. “The microphone’s in.” The was the time-honored procedure: first break-in to install the tap, then the approval to turn it on.

Id. at 383.
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D. The Link Between Violence Against Civil Rights Protesters and FBI Independence

The FBI’s independence contributed to violence against civil rights protesters. It involved independence from Attorney General Robert Kennedy—an independence that in this instance was defined primarily by outright insubordination.

Attorney General Robert Kennedy’s approach to the civil rights movement was far from entirely supportive, but it was much more supportive than that of FBI Director Hoover, who “hated the civil rights movement and its leaders.”425 According to multiple associates, Hoover believed black Americans were inferior to white Americans,426 and he resisted hiring black FBI agents for decades.427 In addition, as a practical matter, Hoover risked alienating his conservative base of support in Congress if he enforced civil rights laws.428 Like many white Southern conservatives of the era, he argued civil rights were local matters.429

Moreover, Kennedy was the first Attorney General in decades to attempt to command and control the FBI Director.430 For example, in what might seem an ordinary gesture in most contexts but was considered outrageous to Hoover, Kennedy required Hoover to walk to Kennedy’s office for meetings. It was not a long walk—they worked in the same building—but Hoover saw it as an indignity and assault on his independence.431 Other curbs on Hoover’s independence included requirements “to submit his speeches and FBI press releases in advance for approval,” as well as calls from the Attorney General directly to FBI agents, “rather than going through Hoover.”432

Despite Kennedy’s efforts, Hoover remained largely independent, especially with regard to civil rights in the early 1960s.

One illustration of Hoover’s independence concerned the Freedom Riders. In 1961, civil rights advocates rode buses through the South. In violation of unconstitutional segregation laws, black Freedom Riders sat at the front of the bus, and interracial pairs of Free-
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dom Riders sat together. Hoover learned Birmingham’s police chief Bull Connor “had told the Ku Klux Klan that he would turn a blind eye if the Klan engaged in violence” and that if Freedom Riders entered a bus station’s segregated bathroom, “the Klan should follow them, strip them naked, and beat them to ‘look like a bulldog got hold of them.’”

Upon learning this information, Hoover did not inform Attorney General Kennedy. Instead, he disobeyed Kennedy’s order to protect the Freedom Riders. As a result, white mobs were unimpeded when they threw homemade grenades through bus windows, blockaded a bus door while the bus was on fire in an attempt to burn the Freedom Riders to death, and used iron clubs and chains to severely beat them when they managed to escape. Similar scenes were repeated throughout the Freedom Rides.

Hoover’s insubordination reached new heights when bus drivers refused to keep driving the Freedom Riders’ bus through the South. Kennedy ordered Hoover to send an FBI agent to drive the bus. Hoover refused.

The next year, Hoover was once again insubordinate toward the Attorney General on the question of protecting civil rights proponents in the South. This time, the issue was violence by white mobs opposed to James Meredith’s attempt to enroll at the University of Mississippi, where no black student had previously attended. Attorney General Kennedy personally ordered an FBI agent named Fred Woodcock to arrest the Klan members behind the violence. Woodcock replied, “I think I can speak for Director Hoover and say that we would not do that without a basis for an arrest. We would not make these arrests.” Woodcock was right about Hoover, who subsequently supported the insubordination.

---
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E. The Link Between Government Harassment of Civil Rights Leaders and FBI Independence

The FBI’s independence contributed to the federal government’s harassment of civil rights leaders. It involved independence through undue influence over Attorney General Robert Kennedy. And it was largely motivated by the hatred of one man—FBI Director Hoover—of African Americans in general and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in particular.440

Hoover’s hatred of King was exacerbated by three factors. The first was King’s “repeated criticism of the FBI and its alleged lack of interest in the civil rights movement”;441 this was, in Hoover’s mind, “the world’s greatest sin.”442 The second was Hoover’s jealousy of King’s fame and renown.443 And the third was King’s sex habits, which Hoover called “obsessive degenerate sexual urges.”444 According to one FBI agent, Hoover was prone to go on tirades about “how awful King was, what a hypocrite he was and how his concern was that the movement that King was leading, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, was infiltrated by Communists.”445 During one tirade, Hoover shattered a glass desk by slamming his fist into it in anger.446

As described above, Hoover’s FBI harassed King by bugging his hotel rooms, sending audio sex tapes to King’s house, and writing him threatening notes.447 He also played the tapes or showed transcripts to politicians and officials at the Justice Department.448

Hoover’s independence made this harassment possible. For example, like generals who use leaks to members of Congress to pressure civilian superiors to decide on a certain course of conduct, Hoover sent members of Congress a report on King and communism that then–Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach called “politically explosive.”449 He said Attorney General Kennedy “thought it
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was absolute blackmail. . . . But he felt he could not, with all of the
flood of memos about his Communist associations, then turn the Bu-
reau down on a [wire]tap.”

Although there had already been some surveillance of King and
his associates, Hoover’s report gave him the leverage over Attorney
General Kennedy to receive authorization for extensive surveil-
lance. Then, exploiting yet another Attorney General’s insufficient
monitoring, Hoover “ignored Kennedy’s stipulation of a follow-up re-
view in thirty days; then he interpreted the original authorization as
permitting FBI wiretapping and bugging of King’s hotel rooms and
temporary residences around the country.” Hoover was so un-
monitored by Kennedy that by the time Kennedy left the Justice De-
partment, he said, “I have no dealings with the FBI anymore. . . . It’s a
very difficult situation.”

F. The Link Between Surveillance of Political Opponents and
FBI Independence

Thus far, Part III has argued that the FBI’s independence _facili-
tated_ infringements on civil liberties. But the FBI’s desire for indepen-
dence also _motivated_ its infringements on civil liberties. FBI Director
Hoover built up his independence in part by infringing on civil liber-
ties, in particular by spying on his superiors and rivals in order to give
him information he could use as leverage over them. One of the
main reasons that no President or Attorney General felt comfortable
firing J. Edgar Hoover is that many suspected Hoover would punish
them by disclosing damaging information. As President Truman
wrote to his wife, “all congressmen and senators are afraid of him,”
and they were not the only ones.
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For example, even though President Truman and his Attorney General Tom Clark would have preferred a different FBI Director, Clark knew that Hoover had dirt on him. Hoover searched for, and eventually found, evidence that Clark had accepted bribes from Chicago mobsters.457 “Whenever any derogatory information about me would come into the Department, why, they would put it in that file,” Clark said. ‘It was outrageous.’458

It was outrageous, but not new. Hoover had kept files on previous Attorneys General that “were a source of potential blackmail.”459 His file on Attorney General Frank Murphy “noted that Murphy was a lifelong bachelor and a ‘notorious womanizer’ who was as likely to bed a married woman as a single one.”460 And his file on Attorney General Robert Jackson contained evidence of a long affair between Jackson and his secretary; when Jackson died, Hoover leaked to the press that he had died in her apartment.461 Little wonder that even though President Nixon told his advisors he wanted Hoover out at the FBI, he said “he’s got to go of his own volition” because “[w]e may have on our hands here a man who will pull down the temple with him, including me.”462

Attorneys General were hardly the only political adversaries or rivals on whom Hoover spied. His “interest in the personal indiscretions of national leaders called for the FBI’s Washington, D.C., field office to report derogatory personal information about diplomats, congressmen, and high-level government officials.”463 This frequently led to a subtle form of blackmail designed to protect Hoover’s independence. As his former Assistant Director explained,

The moment [Hoover] would get something on a Senator he would send one of the errand boys up and advise the Senator that we’re in the course of an investigation and by chance happened to come up with this—we realized you’d want to know. . . . Well, Jesus, what does that tell the Senator? From that time on, the Senator’s right in his pocket.464
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The FBI’s most notorious blackmail of a President concerned the sex life of President John F. Kennedy, whose family had been “an obsession” of Hoover’s for decades.465 “Almost every month” of the Kennedy presidency, “Hoover sent one of the Kennedy brothers some new, embarrassing revelation about his personal life.”466

For example, Hoover discovered that the President had been having an affair with a woman named Judith Campbell.467 Campbell was also having an affair with a Mafia boss named Sam Giancana.468 And Giancana had been involved with the CIA and Attorney General Robert Kennedy in plots to assassinate Fidel Castro.469 When Hoover learned of these connections, he used a lunch with President Kennedy to make sure Kennedy knew that Hoover was aware of the potential scandal. After the lunch, Kennedy wanted to fire Hoover, but he did not because he could not.470 Not without Hoover, in Nixon’s words, “pull[ing] down the temple with him.” As Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach said, “Firing J. Edgar Hoover? Jesus Christ! . . . I seriously question whether President Kennedy could have made a firing stick.”471

* * *

To sum up, when the FBI has enjoyed independence from the President or Attorney General, the independence has led to significant violations of civil liberties. Those violations include mass arrests of innocent people, witch hunts of phantom communists, warrantless wiretapping, violence against civil rights advocates, and harassment of civil rights leaders. At the same time, the desire for independence also motivated violations of civil liberties, particularly the FBI’s widespread surveillance of political rivals and opponents. This history shows that the kinds of independence that threaten liberty when exercised by the military—insubordination, insufficient monitoring, and undue influence—also threaten liberty when exercised by another
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part of the executive branch that has usually had a military purpose: the FBI.

IV. RECENT CALLS FOR FBI INDEPENDENCE AND BETTER SOLUTIONS TO CURRENT PROBLEMS

A. Recent Demands for an Independent FBI

The question of FBI independence rocketed into the news when President Donald Trump fired FBI Director James Comey on May 9, 2017.\footnote{Michael D. Shear & Matt Apuzzo, \textit{F.B.I. Director James Comey Is Fired by Trump}, \textit{N.Y. Times} (May 9, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/09/us/politics/james-comey-fired-fbi.html [https://perma.cc/3DAE-BPB3].} The White House at first suggested that the dismissal was due to Comey’s handling of the FBI’s investigation of Hillary Clinton’s email server.\footnote{Id.} But days later, the President stated that he had fired Comey at least partly because of Comey’s handling of the investigation into Russia’s interference in the 2016 presidential election.\footnote{David G. Savage, \textit{Trump’s Statements Linking Russia Investigation to Comey Firing Could Lead to Political Problems}, \textit{L.A. Times} (May 13, 2017, 6:39 AM), http://www.latimes.com/politics/washington/la-na-essential-washington-updates-trump-s-statements-linking-russia-1494682462-htmlstory.html [https://perma.cc/6TSE-2DM3].} Because that investigation was looking into whether the Trump campaign colluded with the Russian government to influence the election, many questioned the propriety or even legality of Comey’s firing.\footnote{Id. \textit{; see also} Andrew McCanse Wright, Justice Department Independence and White House Control (Feb. 18, 2018) (unpublished manuscript), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3125848 [https://perma.cc/TP43-FJB7] (thoughtfully discussing the possible illegality of Comey’s firing and arguing that the Take Care Clause should constrain White House–DOJ contacts).}

In the wake of the firing, there was “intense pressure” on President Trump to replace Director Comey with “a leader who will be seen as independent of the White House.”\footnote{Rory Carroll, Lauren Gambino & Lois Beckett, \textit{FBI Director Job: The Four People Being Interviewed on Saturday}, \textit{ Guardian} (May 12, 2017), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/13/fbi-director-job-the-four-people-being-interviewed-on-saturday [https://perma.cc/366P-UU39].} Those demands for an independent FBI came from all quarters—Democrats and Republicans, politicians and editorial boards, and countless commentators:

\begin{quote}
\textit{The next FBI director must be strong and independent . . . .}
\end{quote}
[The Director must] protect the FBI from improper political influence from the White House.

—Senator Patrick Leahy, D-VT

[The Director should] maintain true independence from President Trump.

—Senator Mazie Hirono, D-HI

The FBI is independent . . . .

—Representative Anthony G. Brown, D-MD

Now more than ever the country needs a well-credentialed, independent FBI director.

—Senator John Cornyn, R-TX

[It is] vitally important for the FBI director to be independent.

—Senator Charles Grassley, R-IA

The next director of the FBI, like Comey, must be an independent voice for the bureau.

—Senator Cory Gardner, R-CO

The American people must have faith in a strong, independent FBI.

—Senator Rob Portman, R-OH

We now need a top-notch, independent FBI director . . . .

—Representative Ed Royce, R-CA
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[T]he FBI needs “an independent leader . . . .”
—Representative Brian Fitzpatrick, R-PA

I believe that a public servant with unimpeachable credentials and a career of independence . . . serving as FBI Director is critical to affirming the public’s trust.
—Representative Dan Donovan, R-NY

Moving forward, it is imperative that a qualified, independent, and respected individual be nominated in a timely manner to lead the FBI.
—Representative John Katko, R-NY

I have always advocated for an independent and non-political FBI.
—Representative Fred Upton, R-MI

Current and former officials said that Trump either lacks an understanding of the FBI’s role as an independent law enforcement agency or does not care about maintaining such boundaries.
—Washington Post article

I explained why it was so important that the FBI and Department of Justice be independent of the White House.
—Former FBI Director James Comey
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[T]he FBI’s new acting director, Andrew McCabe, appears just as determined and independent-minded as Comey.
—Chicago Tribune Editorial Board

[T]he nomination of a qualified and politically independent new FBI director[,] would help reestablish credibility.
—Washington Post Editorial Board

A new FBI director will have an uphill battle in trying to convince the American people that he is completely independent of the president . . .
—Barbara McQuade, Washington Post Op-Ed Columnist

One way to restore credibility—and quickly—is to find an FBI director who is unimpeachable and clearly independent.
—Boston Globe article

Congress Must Demand an Independent FBI Director to Replace James Comey.
—Reason Hit & Run Blog

President Trump owes it to the country to replace the fired James Comey with a director who is fiercely independent and who has a proven career of objectivity.
—Washington Examiner Editorial Board

The conventional wisdom was so overwhelming that research did not reveal a single example of a member of Congress, administration official, or major editorial board disagreeing with the calls for an “independent” FBI Director.

The consensus was reaffirmed when the President’s nominee to replace Comey, Christopher Wray, testified at his confirmation hearing. Over and over again, Senators asked Wray whether he would be

---


“independent.” For four hours, from the beginning of his testimony to the end, now—FBI Director Wray assured them, “I pledge to be the leader that the FBI deserves—and to lead an independent Bureau that will make every American proud.”

B. Resisting a Culture of Independence

As Part III argued, an “independent Bureau” is a dangerous one. It threatens civil liberties in ways similar to how an independent military threatens civil liberties. The history of the FBI shows that it should be controlled by the President, like the military whose purpose it shares. But the history of civil-military relations shows that it is not just important for the President to exercise control over the FBI. It is also important for the FBI’s culture to embrace such control.

The culture of an institution matters. “Violation of the principle [of civil supremacy over the military] can too easily become a habit that would subvert principles far more important than whatever might be at stake in a particular controversy.” Military officers must “think of these principles not only as structural features of the constitution, but as individual moral obligations.” The President and the Secretary of Defense should ensure that “the ends of government policy are . . . set by civilians” and that members of “the military are . . . policy implementers, not policymakers.”

Likewise, the FBI Director should not think of himself as the Nation’s Protector; instead, he must think of himself as an agent of the President. Of course, like any military officer, he should give candid advice, and like any military officer, he should not obey illegal orders. But he must not make the mistake of Director J. Edgar Hoover and view himself as an independent force who can decide for himself what practices to pursue, what politics to embrace, and which commands from the President or Attorney General to obey. He must not build power bases among the President’s political opponents, manipulate
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the press to undermine the President’s policies, or coerce his superiors into adopting his preferences. And those prohibitions should be at the heart of a culture both within the FBI and beyond it—a culture in which Members of Congress do not demand that the FBI Director be an “independent voice” and the FBI Director does not promise “to lead an independent Bureau.”

In short, the FBI should answer to the President, who answers to the people. When the FBI is independent of the President, it is independent of the people. Numerous scholars who embrace the unitary executive theory have argued that such independence is problematic in the context of independent regulatory agencies.505 But the history of the FBI, as well as the history of out-of-control armies, shows such independence is much more problematic and dangerous to liberty in the context of an FBI whose military purpose is its primary purpose.

Those who have not embraced the unitary executive theory may instead support more congressional control of the FBI. Congress does have some authority to enforce accountability, even on executive branch members. “Congress may use its legislative authorization power as leverage . . . to obtain oversight materials.”506 Or, it may utilize its “control over the nation’s purse against resistant executive branch entities.”507 “[T]he Senate can threaten to hold up executive nominees with its advice and consent power or try impeachments approved by the House.”508

However, there are limits to the benefits of congressional oversight. First, Congress is susceptible to capture by an independent
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FBI. Second, too much congressional interference may blur the lines of political accountability. After all, the President, like Congress, answers to the American people. If they are unhappy with the direction of the FBI, they can hold the President accountable. It would be confusing to expect them to look to Congress when it is the President, not Congress, who has the authority to appoint, direct, and remove executive branch officials.

C. Solutions to Investigating the President

Even though I believe the FBI should not be independent of the President, I acknowledge that presidential control of the FBI is not cost-free. A significant cost arises when the President is suspected of wrongdoing. After all, if a President is abusing power, one would hardly expect him to allow an FBI that he controls to conduct an effective investigation of him. A skeptic of this Article’s thesis might argue that FBI independence is necessary in order to investigate presidential wrongdoing—and perhaps, even more broadly, necessary to conduct criminal investigations in general.

That argument is wrong for two reasons. First, Congress can investigate suspected criminality by the President or his Administration. It has the means and the constitutional responsibility to do so. And second, if one believes that, as a general matter, federal crime should be investigated by an agency independent of the President, the solution is to split the FBI, reserving its national security functions for one agency and its criminal investigative functions for another. This is the model that many democracies have adopted.
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1. Congressional Investigations

There can be little doubt that an investigation free of presidential interference is necessary when there is a suspicion of wrongdoing by the executive branch. After all, the Constitution’s Impeachment Clause makes clear that no President is above the law, and when the possibility of presidential wrongdoing arises, the President cannot be expected to investigate himself.

Fortunately, that is not necessary. Instead, Congress should be expected—and required by voters at the ballot box—to investigate executive branch malfeasance. “This is in many respects the option that flows most naturally from the language of the Constitution.”

Since the First Congress in 1790, Congress has conducted investigations. Some investigations have saved reputations, like the first congressional investigation, which concerned the handling of public finances of the founding father Robert Morris. Other investigations have ruined careers, such as inquiries into the strategic decisions of unsuccessful Civil War generals. In more recent years, the topics of congressional investigations have included Watergate, Iran Contra, Abu Ghraib, and Benghazi. Today, there are no fewer than three government investigations (two congressional) into Russian interference with the 2016 election.

Perhaps most famously, the events leading to President Nixon’s resignation demonstrate the power that Congress wields to hold the President accountable. When the House Judiciary Committee adopted Articles of Impeachment, it referred to its discovery that Nixon had used the FBI and IRS for partisan purposes. The second article
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charged Nixon with “unlawfully obtaining confidential information from the Internal Revenue Service and causing audits and investigations to be conducted in a ‘discriminatory manner,’”\textsuperscript{519} as well as “directing the Federal Bureau of Investigation . . . to conduct unlawful electronic surveillance.”\textsuperscript{520}

The accountability resulting from Congress’s oversight worked. Nixon, facing impeachment, resigned the presidency, and his improper use of executive branch agencies was exposed. Furthermore, public pressure soon forced Attorney General Edward Levi, appointed by President Gerald Ford, to put forth a set of regulations reigning in and reforming the FBI.\textsuperscript{521} Today, those reforms are overseen in part by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence—two congressional committees established upon the recommendations of the Church Committee, which in the 1970s investigated abuses like the FBI’s targeting of political enemies.\textsuperscript{522}

Although no congressional investigative committee has as much money or as many seasoned investigators as the FBI to investigate high-level executive officials, that is not a problem with a solution. Congress can simply spend more as the need arises. It can hire away former or current police detectives, private security consultants, or even former FBI agents. It can “expand the staff of the House Judiciary Committee on an ad hoc basis whenever it [becomes] aware of the need to initiate a possible impeachment investigation, or conceivably could permanently expand the committee staff to include field investigators.”\textsuperscript{523}

Among Congress’s investigative powers is the power to subpoena witnesses and papers, just as the FBI can.\textsuperscript{524} Defiance of a congress-
sional subpoena can result in contempt of Congress, which in turn can result in the House or Senate Sergeant at Arms arresting the contemptuous individual and even imprisoning him in the Capitol jail.525 “The power to punish a private citizen for a past and completed act was exerted by Congress as early as 1795; and since then it has been exercised on several occasions.”526

In short, there is nothing in the Constitution or in the practical capacities of Congress to prevent it from adequately investigating presidential malfeasance—and impeaching any President who has committed “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.”527 To the extent Congress declines to do so, that is a political problem with a political solution—the election of Members of Congress willing to investigate and impeach.

2. Splitting the FBI

The prospect of congressional investigations may leave skeptics of a nonindependent FBI unsatisfied—either because they do not trust Congress to investigate the executive branch (perhaps especially when Congress is controlled by the President’s party) or because they believe, even outside the context of political investigations, that all federal criminal investigations should be conducted by an agency with independence from political controls. In that case, the solution is not to make the FBI independent of the President. Instead, the solution is to split the FBI into two agencies—one for criminal investigations and one for national security.

This solution would be consistent with the principle of civilian control of the military. It would allow the FBI’s primary purpose to be carried out by an agency under the control of the President. This reduces the potential for violations of civil liberties that inspired the framers to make an elected President commander in chief of the army. It also avoids the potential for such violations that has been borne out by the historical link between the FBI’s violations of civil liberties and its independence, as described in Part III.


This solution would also be consistent with the practice of other western democracies. For example, in the United Kingdom, MI5 is responsible for counterterrorism, counterintelligence, and domestic intelligence,\( ^{528} \) whereas New Scotland Yard is responsible for the investigation of crime.\( ^{529} \) After the 9/11 attacks, many commentators\( ^{530} \) responded to the FBI’s intelligence failures by calling for a similar structure in the United States—the abolition of the FBI and the creation of an American version of MI5 and an American, nationwide version of New Scotland Yard.\( ^{531} \) The 9/11 Commission came close to recommending such a reform but declined to after extensive lobbying by FBI Director Robert Mueller.\( ^{532} \)

To be clear, this Article does not argue that the FBI should be split. But that is because its author does not see presidential control over any FBI functions as problematic. However, if one disagrees and believes that its secondary purpose of investigating crimes should not be influenced by the President, the proper solution is not to make the entire agency independent and thereby violate the principle of civilian control of the military. Instead, the solution should be to maintain presidential control of the FBI’s primary purpose of protecting the country from foreign security threats, while allowing a new agency to investigate crimes independent of presidential control.
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CONCLUSION

At a time when political parties and ideological commentators appear unable to agree on anything, almost everyone seems to agree on the importance of an “independent” FBI. But that independence is a dangerous threat to civil liberties. The framers understood this danger when they wrote civilian control of the military into the Constitution. Further history demonstrates this danger by showing how the independence of the FBI, whose primary purpose is the same as the military’s, has often facilitated and exacerbated widespread violations of free speech, privacy, and other vital civil liberties. We should not repeat the mistakes of the twentieth century by granting the FBI the independence it once enjoyed and abused.